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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to compare the vocabularies
of the books of the Learning to Read^ series from the pre-
primer through the second reader with ten standardized
reading achievement tests, to find out:
1. What per cent of the words in the test are in
the basal reader?
2. How well does the test sample the words of the
basal reader?
2
In a previous study. Stone found that the vocabularies
of the standardized reading achievement tests studied vary
greatly in the amount they sample a core vocabulary based
on a hundred seven primary grade books.
Therefore, a teacher choosing a standardized reading
achievement test for her class after having taught the voca-
bulary of the Learning to Read basic reading program at any
level from pre-primer through second reader, can be quite
certain that all tests available will not sample this voca-
bulary equally well.
1. Smith, Nila B. Learning to Read . New York: Silver
Burdett Company, 1946.
2. Stone, C. R. ‘^Validity of Tests in Beginning Reading”,
Elementary School Journal
, 43: 361-5, February, 1943.
3. Stone, C. R. ’^Vocabulary Based on One Hundred Seven
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REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH
Definitions of Terms
Since this study is a comparison of the vocabularies
of ten standard reading achievement tests and that of the
Learning to Read basal readers, the following terms need to
be defined;
Basal readers * ‘*A series of books or other materials




'Careful control of new words per
page and repetition of words is exercised in most basic
reading books.”
Test, word recognition ... ”a test designed to measxire
the power of the reader to perceive and identify words
with which he is familiar.”
4 ItTest, standardized ... 'A test for which content has
been selected and checked empirically, for which norms
have been established, for which uniform methods of
1. Good, Carter V. Dictionary of Education . New York;
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1945, 329.
2. ’’Helping Children Learn to Read and to Use Reading”.
The Resourceful Teacher , 1; 1,3. Silver Burdett Company,
November, 1946.
3. Good, Carter V. Dictionary of Education . New York;
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1945, p. 329.
4. Ibid., p. 421.
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administering and scoring have been developed,
and which may be scored with a relatively high
degree of objectivity.”
Norm . . “The average or typical value of a parti-
cular function in a specified homogeneous popula-
tion. The sample used in completing a norm should
be large and representative.
Reliability . . “The accuracy with which a
measuring device measures.”
•Z
Validity . . . “The extent to which a test or other
measuring device measures what it purports to
measure •
“
1. Good, Carter V. Dictionary of Education . New York;
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1945, p. 418.
2. Ibid., p. 341.
3. Ibid., p. 442.
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Since this study is concerned with comparing the voca-
bulary of the Learning to Read basal readers with ten stand-
ardized reading achievement tests, the related research con-
siders the development of the use of standardized tests in
reading, evaluations of standardized reading tests, the vo-
cabulary lists upon which the series is based, the vocabu-
lary lists used in the tests, and comparisons of the vocabu-
laries of various basal readers.
Standardized reading tests as measures of achievement
are in frequent use. The test which the teacher uses must
fit the work she has done if it is to help her to evaluate
the progress made by her class. Dolch^ says, ’’Tests of
sight words that exist are not adapted to use with the voca-
bulary of any one particular book". Ballenger^ reports that
the usefulness of a test is measured largely by the degree
to which it contains words with which the subject is famil-
iar.
1. Dolch, E. W. "Testing Reading", Elementary School
Journal , 34; 36-43, September, 1933.
2. Ballenger, H. L. "A Comparative Study of the Vocabulary
Content of Certain Standard Reading Tests", Elementary
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Growth of TJse of Standardized Readinf^ Achieveraent Tests
Cook^ dates the testing movement from the work of
Thorndike and his students, Monroe says that the concern
of the early tests v^as largely over objectivity of scoring;
little attention v/as given to content.
Scale tests v/ere very popular. In these tests, the
difficulty of the test items was the criterion of choice,
4
McCall emphasized validity as being of prime importance in
test construction.
Because of the wide-spread use of oral rather than si-
0lent reading, Starch's tests were not greatly used. Smith
reports that not until after the influence of The Twenti-
7
eth Yearbook began to be felt was silent reading empha-
sized, When it was, more use v/as made of tests of silent
1, Cook, Walter \T, ' e s t s
,
Achievement Enc:,’'clopedia ^f
Educational Research, Hew York: The Macmillan Company,
1941. p. 1283-1301,
2, Monroe, W, S, ’’Educational Measurement in 1920 and in
1945.” Journal of Educational Research
,
38:334-40,
3, Charters, W. V/. "Constructing a Lang’jiage and Grammar




4, McCall, Wm, A. "How to Measure in Education ,” Nev/ York:
The Macmillan Company, 1922, p, 105,
5, Starch, Daniel "The Measurement of Efficiency in Reading
Journal of Educational Psychology
,
6: 1-24, 1915,
6, SiTiith, Hila B, "Successive Emphases in Americs-n Reading




7, Horn, Ernest The Tv/entieth Yearbook of the National So-
ciety for the Study of Education, Hloomington, Illinois,
T>nhl •! .glr>v>nQl Publ ^* rig Go.mpan.y, 1921, 172.. pp.
Xi'Xi'-
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Another impetus to the testing movement in reading was '
the school survey movement^. Some early ones were carried
j
j
on in Pittsburgh in 1907 and in Boise in 1910. When the I
school systems being surveyed were so large that impartial
!
!
evaluation of school progress was Impossible by observation i
and oral examination, it was found desirable to use the then '
new standardized tests. Reports of the survey in New York
City in 1911-1912, caused interest among school superintend-
ents in the use of standardized tests to compare the achieve-
ment of their pupils with that of children in other schools. '
Many test bureaus were set up to cooperate with school men
j
I
in administering tests and interpreting results. Many uni-
i
versities and state departments of education have carried
out extensive testing programs.
|
Since these beginnings, the use of standardized tests '
has grown immeasurably.
1. Sears, Jessie B. ^School Surveys", Encyclopedia of Edu- I
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Evaluations of Standardized Reading Tests
Shores^ raises the question that there is such a thing
as ’’general reading ability”. Rather, he says there are
specific abilities required in reading various content sub-
jects. The validation of ’’general reading tests” rests in
part on proof of validity of the concept of general reading
ability.
2Gavin reports that the ability best measured by the
tests studied is ability to answer questions based upon a
3paragraph. Gavin also concludes that it is impossible to
determine whether the reported norms are representative, and
that it is impossible to compare tests as to reliability be-
cause of the inconsistent character of the data used as its
basis.
Wilking^ reports that the words chosen in most reading
vocabulary tests are chosen by a random sampling. Thus, the
words used may not be those most used. He suggests using a
1. Shores, J. Harlan ’^Some Gonsiderat ions of Invalidities
of General Reading Tests”, Journal of Educational Re -
search
,
41: 448-457, February, 1947.
2. Gavin. Grace ”An Analysis of Intermediate Grade Reading
Tests”. Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University,
1940, p. 72.
3. Ibid., p. 73.
4. Wllking, S. Vincent ”Do Our Reading Tests Test the Right
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8criterion of frequency of usage by categories as a more
valid method of choice.
Since the manuals of many of the tests used for analy-
sis in this study give no specific sources of the words
chosen, it is impossible to list the sources. However, most
of those which do give the source name either one or the
. 1 2
other of Thorndike's lists or that compiled by Gates .
All of these lists are so extensive that it is possible that
most of the words of a given test be chosen from the lists
and still have very few words in common v/ith any other test
or with a system of basal readers.
In choosing words from any of Thorndike’s lists, the
author of a test has no measure of the difficulty of the
words chosen, but only a measure of frequency of general
usage. Words frequently used may not be frequently used by
3
children. McKee states,
"The fundamental measure of the difficulty of a
printed word is the degree of familiarity which the
reader has with the concept or meaning that the printed
symbol represents in the setting in which it is used.”
1. Thorndike, Edward L. The Teacher's Word Book . New York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1921.
The Teacher’s Word Book of 20,000
Words. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
182 pp.
2. Gates, Arthur I. ’’The Construction of a Reading Vocabu-
lary for the Primary Grades”, Teachers College Record
.
27: 625-642, March, 1926.
3. McKee, Paul ’’Word List and Vocabulary Difficulty in
Reading Matter”, Elementary English Review
, 14: 241-245,
November, 1937.
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A tentative list of words chosen from a Thorndike or
the Gates list and then checked against the IKU^ list would
then contain words understood and used by most children,
since the IKU list is a compilation of the vocabulary of
normal children before entering first grade.
2
Stone concludes that there is no recognized standard
of what constitutes an adequate sampling of vocabulary by
any test of vocabulary of a core reading vocabulary.
Dolch states that a test must test '’some specific
thing which can be taught and which should be taught in a
particular grade*’. Therefore, it should be reasonable to
expect that a test purporting to test word recognition in
grades one and two, concern itself largely with words com-




Many studies have been made to determine:
1.
How much difference in vocabulary there is be-
tween readers written at different times.
1^ Child Study Committee of the IKU. A Study of the Vocabu~
lary of Children Before Entering: the First Grade .
Washington, D. C., International Kindergarten Union, 1928.
2. Stone, C. R. '’Validity of Tests in Beginning Reading”,
Elementary School Journal
, 43: 361-5, February, 1943.
3. Dolch, E, W. '’Testing Reading”, Elementary School Journal
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2.
How widely do readers published at approxi-
mately the same dates vary in vocabulary?
Packer^ reports 3541 different words used in ten first
readers in 1921. Buckingham^ reports that textbooks before
1926 have these vocabulary troubles: too many different
words, too difficult words, and an adult viewpoint. Hockett
and Neeley^ report 2800 different words in twenty-eight
first readers in 1937. They also report a trend toward
smaller vocabulary, increased repetitions of words, and a
larger proportion of words from the Gates list.
4Hockett reports these facts from a study of elementary
readers
:
: Level of book Date of Publication
Average number of
Different Words
Primer Before 1928 369
Primer 1930 - 1931 304
Primer 1936 - 1937 247
First Reader Before 1926 644
First Reader 1936 - 1937 462
1. Packer, J. L. **The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers",
|The Twentieth Yearbook
,
National Society for the Study
,
of Education, Bloomington, Illinois: Public School i
Publishing Com.pany, 1921.
:
2. Buckingham, B. R. **The Textbook and Its Vocabulary*', |l
Journal of Educational Research




3. Hockett, J. A. and Neeley, N. G. *'The Vocabularies of 28
;
First Readers*', Elementary School Journal
, 37: 344-352, '
January, 1937.
|
4. Hockett, J. A. "The Vocabulary and Contents of Elementaiy
School Readers", State of California Department of Educa - i
‘y-OP Bu3J.etln 3: Sacramento. CalifornlaV yT.' l!^4.
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Spache^ reports a trend toward greater repetition and
a lighter vocabulary b\irden in all levels of recent primary-
grade readers. He also says that the most direct measure of
a reader’s difficulty is its number of different words.
Betts^ says, ’’Basal readers at any one level vary
widely in the number of different v/ords and the number of
running words used.” He found:
Average Number of Running Range of
Level Vi/ords Running YJords
Pre-primer 935 497- 1,549
Primer 5,382 3,250- 9,342
First Reader 9,858 7,803-20,631
First Grade Series 16,176 8,499-31,150
Only three key words are common to thirteen pre -primers,
thirty-four words are common to thirteen primers, and one
hundred sixteen are common to thirteen first readers.
Vocabulary of Learning to Read
•Z
The words'^ used in this series were chosen largely from
4the Thorndike-Lorge
,
Gates and IKU lists. There are three
repetitions of every word Introduced in each book. Each
1 • Spache, George ’’New Trends in Primary Grade Readers”,
Elementary School Journal
,
42: 283-90, December, 1941.
2. Betts, E. A. ”A Study of the Vocabularies of First Grade
Basal Readers”, Elementary English Review , 16: 65-69, 73,
February, 1939.
3. Smith, Nila B. Brief for Learning to Read . New York:
Silver Burdett Company, 1946, p. 11.
4. Thorndike, E. L. and Lorge, I. The Teacher’s Word Book
of 30,000 Words , New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1944, 274 pp.
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reader repeats all the words introduced up to that time.
Difficult words are used even more frequently.^
Vocabulary data for Learning to Read
When one book is used in Grade II
Ratio of
Total No. Avge. No. Nev/ Words
No. of Different New Words to Running
New Words
Readiness
Our First Book 6
Pre -Primer I
Bill and Susan 20
Pre -Primer II
Under the Tree 32
Primer
Throufch the Gate 127
First Reader
Down the Road 180
Second Reader
In New Places 377
When two books are used in
Second Reader
In New Places 260
(Semester Edition)
With New Friends 340











Since the research shows how widely the vocabularies
of readers differ, and that standard tests do not contain
1. Smith, Nila B. Circular for Learning; to Read . New York:
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many words in common with a core vocabulary, this dtudy is
an attempt to com.pare the vocabulary of ten standardized
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PLAN OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to compare the vocabularies
of the books of the Learning; to Read basal series from the
pre-primer through the second reader with ten standardized,
reading tests, to determine;
1. What per cent of the words in the test are in
the basal reader.
2. How well does each test sample the words of
the basal reader.
A basal reading series was used as the basis for this
study, since other kinds of reading material suitable for
use in grades one and two do not have as carefully con-
trolled vocabularies.
Vocabularies of tests and readers were compared only
through the second grade level, because it was felt that by
third grade, v/ords not appearing in a basal series might not
be new to the children encountering them, since by then they
have usually read much supplementary material containing
words not in the basal vocabulary. Therefore, it would be
impossible in a study of word comparison to determine what
per cent of the words of a test had previously been learned
by the children.
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Listing the Words of the Basal Series
The vocabularies of the following readers were used
for this comparison.
TABLE I
THE BOOKS OF THE LEARNING TO READ SERIES FOR USE IN




Bill and Susan Pre-Primer I 26
Under the Tree Pre-Primer II 52
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The reader vocabulary lists used for making this com-
parative study were obtained from the Word List appearing
at the end of each reader. All words in the Word List, in-
cluding proper names, were used, except sound words. These
were omitted because they were not included in the published
count of total number of words given by the author. All
variants—words ending in s, ed, ing, *s, er, ly—were
coiinted as separate words, since they were so listed in the
Word List.
As the words appear in the Word List at the end of each
book according to the page upon which first used, it was
necessary to alphabetize each list for ease in checking.
A separate alphabetical list of new words was made for each
book, with one exception: the new words in both pre-primers
were com^bined into one list. Three separate second reader
lists were made, because in this series it is possible to
use either one book or two in grade two. If one book--
In New Places— is used, 377 new words are introduced. In
using first the semester edition of In New Places and fol-
lowing it with the second semester book With New Friends ,
a total of 600 nev/ words must be taught.
The following table shows the new words found in each
book as listed.
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TABLE II
NEW WORDS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND GRADE BOOKS OF THE
LEARNING TO READ SERIES
Pre-Primer Words
a Daddy I not thank
and did in oh the
at doll is Perky to
away eat it play trair^
baby find like please want
ball for little run we
bed Ptizzy look said what
big get looked see will
Bill go make sleep with
cake good me something you
can help mother stop
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NEV/ WORDS IK THE FIRST AND SECOND GRADE BOOKS OF TEE
LEARNING TO READ SERIES
First Reader Words
afraid cook goose paw step
aft er corn got peacock sticks
Alice could grandfather pen still
apples cried green picked strawberries
arm crow ground picnics string
as cut hair pig stuck
asked dark hand piles stung
ate day happy pink surprise
aunt deep hats Pinky sweet
back Dickie he ard planted sv/im
balloons dinner held policeman tail
bang donkey helped pond ten
barber don't hen pr etty tent
be ears him print that
bear eggs hop pushed their
beaut iful enough Inky quick there
bee every J im rain things
best eyes Judy real thought
birthday farm Jumbo ring tied
black fat just round together
Blackie feed keep sandwiches tub
blew feet leaves say uncle
broken fell live scarecrow vegetables
brown fire lived school walked
by fireplace long shall warm
cage flew Mary shoe was
call flowers meat shop way
came fox mend shortcake were
care frog more sing VVhit ie
cat from naughty sleeve why
cement funny nose slow wind
chewed fur off so windows
chickens garden once soon work
clowns gave other splash v/orld
coats goat our sprinkling would
cold good-by pails stay yard
(bex/uij'itoo) II i3jJ£A'jL'
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TABLE II (continued)
NSV WORDS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND GRADE BOOKS OF THE
LEARNING TO READ SERIES
Second Reader Words - First Semester
about cheese foot lightning Polly
along chipmunk give log poor
always city gnawing loud porch
an clams grew making post
Andy climbed guess Mallaby ’
s
present
angry closet hall many prize
animals Coleman handy Mary Lou pulled
Ann cottage harness men quiet
answer cow s hayloft
.
merry-go-;round rest
any cross head mice right
apartment crumbs hear milk road
around Daddle high money Roger
balanced dam- hill monkey roof
bananas dance hold mop room
barn David honk most rooster
beavers
’
Diddle Honker mouth sale
been didn’t hope mower sand
before dig hopping Mr. sea
began disappointed horses Mrs • seek
behind dishes how much sell
beside doctor hundreds music shed
Betsy door hurt named shell
bicycle drink ice cream near shook
biscuit drove if need shore
blackboard Duddle I’ll never shovel
bottle east island noise sitting
box elephant janitor north sled
branches fair Jerry opened sliding
bread fall Jimmie Oscar slowly
breakfast fathers Katie paddles small
built feather kicking Pal smaller
bully fence kid pan sneeze
buses Fido kitten past snov/
calves fields know pasture sounds
canoes finger ladder pat south
cap first lake peck spring
captain fishing large peddler Squintum’
s
car flash last people stand
card flat lawn pet stone
catch floated lemonade Peter stood
caught floor let ’ s pines storm
change food letter pit ched straight
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NEW WORDS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND GRADE BOOKS OP THE
LEARNING TO READ SERIES
Second Reader Words - First Semester (continued)
stream terrific Tom upstairs wing
street these top wagging winked
Sue thief trail wait winter
suit think traveled wastebasket wishing
summer threw tray well wolf
swam through trouble west woman
sway thunder trucks when woodchuck
table tiger turtle while word
tall tip umbrellas who year
telephone Toby • unless wiggle
Second Reader Words - Second Semester
acorns brook cleaner '
s
dollars fawns
across brother clothes Don Featherwhistle
almost Bruce colors downtown fellow
already brush copycat drawer ferryboat
asleep buck cork dreadful fifty
ax buckles country drill fine
barges build Crane driver finish
barked bushes croaked dropped fits
beams business crowd dry flapped
beast cabin cruel dug flying
beaut ifulQy camel curled each follow
because canary cutting echo foot
believe candles dear eight forget
bell candy deeper elevator forgot
better can't deer Elly free
between carefully delicious else freeze
birdbath carnival department end friends
birdseed carried derrick ever frightened
bite carrot desk except front
bits chase dig excit ing furniture
Bob cherry Dilly family garage
bootblack chimney dirt far gate
bought Chippie dived farmers giraffe
bridge circus Dr. fastened glad
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TABLE II (continued)
NEW WORDS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND GRADE BOOKS OF THE
LEARNING TO READ SERIES
Second Reader Words - Second Semester (continued)
goes lettuce Paul silly toad
gold lifted pictures silver told
gone lighted pigeon sit Tom
governor lion pills six tomorrow
great lonesome plans sky traps
half lose plow smiled treasure
hammer loved pool smokestacks tried
handle low possum snapped trunks
hanging lunch pouch soft try
hard Manda pounce sorry turned
having mayor proudly speeches twelve
herself meadows puppy spoke twins
hid meal piirr spoons unhappy
higher meaning raccoon spots use
hired meeting race squeak van
hiss met radio squealed ventriloquist
howl ing middle reached stamped village
hunt miles remember started visit
hunter minutes return steam voice
Indians mistake Reynard stockings waddled
it ’ s mouthful
s
river strong Wags
jackal move rode struck washing
jackknife moving roll stuffed Washington
kangaroo mule row Stumpy watch
Kay mystery rugs subway waved
keyhole nailing rumbl ing sunshine weak
kind necklace running supper wears
kinka jou Ned Ruth sweater weaving
kitchen nest safe swings wheel
knee next salute swish whispered
knew nice same tea Widgeon
knocked office scampered teeth wild
lady only screamed telegram wire
land or seemed terrible wonderful
lane Ossy seen than writ e
lanterns ostrich sent that ' s wrote
large owl set third young
late ov/ne d shiny thirsty zoo
laundry package ship those
lazybones paint shoemaker throat
lean panda should throw ing
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TABLE II (continued)
NEW WORDS IN THE FIRST AND SECOND GRADE BOOKS OF THE
LEARNING TO READ SERIES
Second Reader Words - Full Year Edition*
almost does hard pieces stopped
bark dollars hav ing pigeon stuffed
beautifully drill herself pool supper
because dropped hid pounce swish
bell dry hissed puppy talking
better each Kay reach teeth
between else kitchen returns than
bit elevator knew row thirsty
bite except knock running those
bought excit ing lady Ruth throat
Bruce farmer land scampered tired
buildings fifty led seeds told
candles fine left seemed tried
can*t finished legs shiny unhappy
carefully fly lettuce should use
chased follow loved shouting waddled
Chippie forget lunch signs v/at ch
color free met sit whisper
coming friends nail six whistle
c ountry glad Ned sky wire
crane goes or smokestacks woods
croaking gone own squealed wrote
delicious hammer package stamped
department handle patient stockings
The words in the above list, plus those in the First
Semester, Second Reader list, comprise the new words of
the Full Year Edition of In New Places*
(bewixtrioo ) II iJJiiAT
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The Standardized Tests Used in the Study
These criteria v/ere used in selecting the tests for
comparison with the basal reading series:
1. They are designated for use in grades one or two,
or both.
2. They are standardized tests.
Obviously, the tests chosen for analysis should be
those most widely used, in order that the results of the
study be as useful as possible. However, there is no in-
formation available as to which tests are most widely used.
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TABLE III
TESTS USED FOR COMPARISON OP VOCABULARY WITH THE
GRADE ONE AND TWO BOOKS OF THE LEARNING TO READ SERIES
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New York
1940





The table on the follov;ing page shows the number of
different words in each of the tests studied.
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Form I -A 1 176
Form I-B 1 180
Form I I -A 2 526
Form II-B 2 552
Form II-C 2 574
Unit Scales of Attainment
Grade I (First Half) A 1 263
Grade I (First Half) B 1 257
Grade I (Last Half ) A 1 326
Grade I (Last Half ) B 1 337
Grade II (First Half) A 2 399
Grade II (First Half) B 2 457
Grade II (Last Half ) A 2 412
Grade II (Last Half ) B 2 475
Detroit Word Recognition
Form A 1 64
Form B 1 66
Form C 1 69
Form D 1 63
Detroit Reading Form A 2 219
Form B 2 221
Lee-Clark Primer A 1 91
Primer B 1 91
First Reader A 1,2 211
First Reader B 1,2 214
DeVault Form 1 1^2 143
Metropolitan-Form I-R 1 238
Form I-S 1 227
Form II-R 2 529
Form I I-S 2 530
Los Angeles Form I 1,2 129
Form II 1,2 127
Reilley Form A 1 278
Form B 1 282
Gates Form I 1,2 373
Form II 1,2 581
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All different words from each form of each test were
listed and then completely alphabetized. All variants were
listed as separate words.
Comparing Test and Reader Vocabularies
After the alphabetical vocabulary lists from the read-
ers and the tests had been prepared, sheets were made to be
used for checking. On each sheet at the left was a column
of words from the reading vocabulary. Columns were made be-
side these words. Each column had the name of one form of
one of the tests written at the top. Then, if a word ap-
peared on the reader list and on a particular test list, a
check mark was placed after the word in the column referring
to the correct test. Only if the form of the word on the
reader list matched exactly the form of the word on the test
list was it checked. The check marks in each column were
added and then these sub-totals were added to get the num-
ber of words common to tests and reader vocabulary at each
level. The totals of the various levels were then combined
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OP DATA
The data were analyzed to answer the two questions
v/hich state the purpose of this study, namely:
1. What per cent of the v/ords in each test are
found in the first and second grade books
of the Learning to Read series.
2. How well do the words of each test sample
the basal vocabulary.
The next two tables show the per cent of words common
to the ten tests and Learning to Read .
in ;i:aT‘iir:o
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Achievement I-A 176 54 31
I-B 180 66 37
Unit Scales of
Attainment
Grade I (First Half)
A
265 83 32
Grade I (First Half)B 257 70 27
Grade I (Last Half )A 326 120 57
Grade I (Last Half )B 337 124 37
Detroit Word
Recognition A 64 42 66
B 66 43 65
C 69 37 54
D 63 42 67
Lee-Clark
Primer A 91 58 64
Primer B 91 58 64
First Reader A 211 92 44
First Reader B 214 94 44
DeVault I 143 93 65
Metropolitan I-R 258 81 34
I-S 227 93 41
Los Angeles I 127 54 42
II 127 50 39
Reilley A 278 118 42
B 282 117 41
Gates I 373 140 38
II 381 150 39
III 401 148 37
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II-A 526 224 244 43 46
II-B 552 239 268 43 49
II-C 574 239 264 42 46
Unit Scales of
Attainment
Grade II (First Half)i^ 399 173 185 43 47
Grade II (First Half)B 457 198 224 43 49
Grade II (Last Half )A 412 180 187 44 45
Grade II (Last Half )B 473 194 209 41 44
Detroit Reading A 219 154 162 70 74
B 221 156 161 71 73
Lee-Clark
First Reader A 211 130 142 62 67
First Reader B 214 124 133 58 62
DeVault I 143 109 110 76 77
Metropolitan II-R 529 231 254 44 48
II-S 530 224 241 42 45
Los Angeles I 129 65 70 50 54
II 127 66 72 52 57
Gates I 373 201 216 54 58
II 381 225 235 59 62
III 401 210 229 52 57

In the grade one tests, the per cents of words common
to a test and to the basal vocabulary range from 27 to 66.
The three thests v^hich are much above the others in this
respect are: Detroit Word Recognition, DeVault and Lee-
Clark Primer. The two lowest are the American School
Achievement and the Unit Scales of Attainment.
The range of percents of words common to basal voca-
bulary of grade two and the tests for that grade is from
41 to 76 for the Full Year Edition vocabulary and from 44
to 77 for the vocabulary of the Semester Editions. Here
the best tests are the DeVault and the Detroit Reading for
both Pull Year and Semester Edition vocabularies. The two
lowest for both vocabulary lists are the American School
Achievement and the Unit Scales of Attainment.
The next table indicates the number of words found
at each level in the reading vocabulary list and in each
test vocabulary. It is interesting to note that the pri-
mer list in all but nine of the thirty-five tests had a
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NUMBER OF WORDS COMMON TO LEARNING TO kEAD AND TEN TESTS
2nd ^hd 2nc Totals
Pre- Pri- 1st Rdr Rdr Rdr Gr. O.II 0.11
Tests Pri- mer Rdr (Fu.3f!r. (1st ^nc I Ituyr. Sem.
mer Ed.
)




Grade I I-A 7 19 28 54
Grade I I-B 12 24 30 66
Grade II II-A 59 57 47 81 61 40 224 244
Grade II II-B 58 75 47 79 61 47 239 268
Grade II II-C 38 66 62 73 54 44 239 264
Unit Scales of
Attainment
Gr. I (First Half)
A
31 52 83
Gr* I (First Half)B 29 41 70
Gr. I (Last Half )A 30 50 40 120
Gr. I (Last Half )B 30 52 42 124
Gr. II(First Half)A 31 60 40 42 30 24 173 185
Gr. iKFirst Half)B 32 62 52 52 37 41 198 224
Gr. iKLast Half )A 35 57 46 42 32 17 180 187
Gr. IKLast Half )B 31 65 46 52 33 34 194 209
Detroit Word
Recognition
Grade I A 12 21 9 42
Grade I B 14 22 7 43
Grade I C 13 16 8 37
Grade I D 12 21 9 42
Detroit Reading
Grade II A 28 58 39 29 23 14 154 162
Grade II B 28 51 51 26 18 13 156 161
Lee-Clark
Grade I Primer A 24 24 10 58
Grade I Primer B 23 24 11 58
Gr.I & Il-lst Rdr A 21 40 31 38 29 21 92 130 142
Gr.I & II -1st Rdr B 22 42 30 30 24 15 94 124 133
DeVault
Gr. I & II Form I 26 37 30 16 14 3 93 109 no
Metropolit an
Grade I I-R 25 31 25 81
Grade I I-S 20 38 35 93
Grade II II-R 33 64 65 69 52 40 231 254
Grade II II-S 33 64 52 75 50 42 224 241
Los Angeles
Grades I & II I 12 23 19 11 10 6 54 65 70
Grades I & II II 12 23 15 16 12 10 50 66 72
Gates
Gr.I-lst Hlf.Q?.n I 36 59 45 61 49 27 140 201 216
Gr.I -1st Hlf.Gr.n n 40 57 53 75 52 33 150 225 235
Gr.I-lst Hlf .Qs II in 34 56 58 62 48 33 148 210 229
Reilley
Grade I A 27 50 41 118
Grade I B 27 48 42 317
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The next two tables show how well each test samples
the basal reader Ithe vocabulary of
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PER CENT OF WORDS FROM LEARNING TO READ SAIi/iPLED BY TESTS
GRADE I
Number of words Per cent cf words
Tests common to tests in readers
and readers sampled by tests
American School Achievement
I -A 54 15
I-B 66 18
Unit Scales of Attainment
Grade I (First Half) A 83 45
Grade I (First Half) B 70 38
Grade I (Last Half ) A 120 33







Primer A 58 16
Primer B 58 16
First Reader A 92 25
First Reader B 94 26
DeVault I 93 25
Metropolitan I-R 81 22
I-S 93 25
Los Angeles I 54 15
II 50 14
Reilley A 118 32
B 117 32
Gates I 140 38
II 150 41
III 148 41
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Per cent of words











II-A 224 244 30 25
II-B 239 268 32 28
II -C 239 264 32 27
Unit Scales of Attainment
Grade II (First Half)A 173 185 23 19
Grade II (First Half)B 198 224 26 23
Grade II (Second Half)
A
180 187 24 19
Grade II (Second Half)B 194 209 26 22
Detroit Reading A 154 162 21 17
B 156 161 21 17
Lee-Clark
First Reader A 130 142 18 15
First Reader B 124 133 17 14
DeVault I 109 110 15 12
Metropolitan II-R 231 254 31 26
II -S 224 241 30 25
Los Angeles I 65 70 9 7
II 66 72 9 8
Gates I 201 216 27 22
II 225 235 30 24
III 210 229 28 24
Total number of words in Full Year Edition; 742
Total number of words in Semester Edit ions J 965
1 %
XT. y












The per cent of words of the hasal vocabulary sampled
by the tests in Grade I ranges from 10 to 45. The tv/o test
which sample the largest per cent of the basal vocabulary
are the Unit Scales of Attainment, Grade I (First Half)
and the Gates tests. The tests which sampled the smallest
per cent of the Grade I vocabulary are the Detroit Word
Recognition Test, Los Angeles and American School Achieve-
ment .
The per cent of words of the Grade II vocabulary list
sampled by the tests ranges from 9 to 32 for the Full Year
Edition and from 7 to 28 for the Semester Editions. In
both lists the American School Achievement and the Metro-
politan sample the smallest per cent of the Grade II voca-
bulary are the Los Angeles and the DeVault.
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This study had as its purpose a comparison of the
vocabularies of the first and second grade books of the
Learning to Read basal readers and ten standardized reading
tests, to determine;
1* What per cent of the words in each test are
in the basal reader vocabulary*
2, How well each test samples the basal reader
VO cabulary
.
The findings were analyzed in the light of the stated
purpose of the study and the following conclusions are pre-
sented;
1. The tests studied vary considerably both in the
number and per cent of words they contain which
are also found in the vocabulary of Learning to
Read *
2. The tests studied vary in the extent to which they
sample the vocabulary of the Learning to Read
basal series*
3* The tests have a much smaller per cent of words in
common with the Grade I vocabulary than with the
Grade li vocabulary.
4* The tests sample the basal vocabulary for Grade I
a little better than they do for Grade II.

No word appears in all tests studied.
296 words of the basal vocabulary, of which 44 are
proper names, are not included in any test.
These words, common to children's experiences, are
not found in any test: cookies, hello, pocket-
book, ice cream, merry-go-round, Mrs., sliding,
trucks. Dr., radio, swings, clov/ns, coats, don't,
good-by, picnics
The three tests - DeVault, Detroit Word Recogni-
tion and Detroit Reading - which have the largest
per cent of vocabulary were published before 1930.
Much study has been done since that time relative
to vocabulary, yet these older tests fit this ba-
sal vocabulary better than do the most recently
published ones.
No test studied is suitable to accurately measure
reading achievement in Grades I and II. In the
test having the lowest per cent of words in com-
mon with the basal vocabulary, only one word in
four will be known by the child, while in the best
test, only three words in four will be knovm.
Clearly, such tests can not adequately measure a
child's achievement in reading.
The extremely low per cents of words sampled by
the tests show clearly that a teacher wishing to
- i »
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test how well her class has mastered the basal vo-
cabulary cannot use these tests for that purpose.
The findings of this study clearly show the need
for primary reading tests containing vocabularies
which more nearly fit the vocabularies presented
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American School Achioveinent Primary I-A
age east loaf shake
ago egg look sheep
and lost ship
ant farm love shut
any farmer sit
fed mail six
banana feed might south
because feet milk speak
become fell mitten spin
began fix mix star
book flag start
brown frog near stay
bump funny need stile
nest still
cake ^une next stors
calf gate nigJit STC.ng
called gave
came gay only table
candle glad take
candy glass peanut teach
catch goat pear think
clean grade peep tie
clear penny took
cloud hammer people tooth
coat hand piano touch
cold hear pie tcr^fli
collar hide pig









crowd kind pretty want
cut kitten puppy watch
purple was
dear lake push way
desk last pussy what
ding leave wheat
dish leaves rain which
does left ran i!^ile
dollar legs rat whip
drink life read
drm lift ready vdnd
duck light redbreast .w^.sh
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animal calm ' did
animals camp difficult









































































girl into liary' s
give la may
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American School Achievement Primary II-B
a bears city easier gained Insects
above beast close eat game into
acc6unt beating cloth eats games invitation
across because cold egg garbage is
address before - contented eight gat it
advance began contents enclosed girl its
adventure behind cooled engine girls
afraid beside com ever give Jack
after best corner everyone glad Jane
afternoon Betty • correct exciting go Jane*
3
again big costly expensive goes Jo^ia
against biggest costs good Junior
ahead bird cotton fair grass
air birds could fall gromd keep
airplane black country far grows keeper
alike blow cousin farm keeps
alive bold cows fast had kind
all book creature father hanging kinds




al together boys cruel feed hat ladder
among bravo custom feel hauled lake
an bread cut feet have land
anchor brick field he large
end broken dark fields head last
animal building date fiercest heart lay
aniiuals but day find heated leave
answered by daytime finds help leaves
apart delay finished her length
apparent called descent fire herd less
apple calm describes firamen hid® letter
are came devoured first him like
arS3 camp Dick fish his liked
around can did five holes likes
arrowheads cap different flaps hollow litUe
arrows careless dims flat homo live
as carry dimes flies hors® lived
ask cat dinner flint hot lives
asked catch direction fly hour long
at caught dish fond house look
attend caves do food hOY? looking
attracted cents does for hungry lose
auto certain dog forests hunt
autos chance ' dove forward hunting mde
away cheap down found maid
chickens dilnk friend I make
back children driving fri^tenad if makes
banlcs chip during from in man
be chipped fruit include many



















































































































































































Auierican School Achiovoraent Priaaiy II-B
me other replied SOfl^ tired whom
means our rescued something to idId
ma out rest soon together will
merchant over restful. speed told wind
met o\7ls return spoiled tomatoss ivindow
mice owned rid® ‘ .squirrel tomorrow vdngs
milk right stable too vdnter
minute package road stamp took vdth
miss pail robins stamps towards vdthdraw
moderate pair roof started toys idther
modern palaces rows staying tree woman
money paper rude steam .trees woods
month • paragraph still trip TfOOl
moon parent safe sting turn words
morning parents said stone two would
most paste sail stood wreck
mother I^asture sale stopped ugliest write
move peeked same store uncle vnrong
much pencil sand storekeeper under
muscle people save stormy unfair j^rd
must period saw string unselfish year
my permission say strolled until you
parson says suddenly up your
near picked scanted summer useless
needed picnj.c school Sunday usually soo
nost placed scouts sure
now play sea valuable
nigilit playground search table very
nine point season take visit
no policaman 880 talk
noon pond seen tall wagons
not postage selfishness taste wall
now potato separate teacher ??ant
nuts press seven ten wanted
pull she that was
ocean purchase sheep the water
0 * clock push ship . their waving
of put shore them way
off short then we
often quickly show there week
old showed they went
on rain sidewalks these were
one raised similar things wet
only ran sixty thirty what
opan rapid skin this vdieat
opportunity rath^ slow three when
or rats small through where
orchard ready j5ndUi tie vhich
orchards received smooth time wiiile
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Azaerican School Achievamont Prizaary H-G
50
a 'bent carried do flower liill
about berries canyon does flo'wors him
above beside caught dog flows himself
acccxamodated caves door fi^dng hir®
afraid ‘Dotty Charles doors folloiir hla
after big_‘ charred down
.
following home
afternoon birds cheer dozen food hot
again bite cheerful drake' for hotter
airplanes black cherries • dress forty hour
alike boards dioked dried found hours
all boat circus drop four house
alon© both clay duck® 3 frigid how
along bottom closed dull from hung
also bought cloth fruit huge
always
'
boys clothes each fruits hut
America bread clouds early £lir
ancient breathlessly clumsy earn further I
and briglit cold east ice
angry fcfil^itly collect easy garden in
animals brother color eat Georg© Insects
apart brown Colorado eaten got interesting
appeared buff colored earth give into
apples bulb -\®ili.ors ISdison glOvf is
are bulbs comes electric go it
arreeted built complete elephants goes its
as burdock cord enough going
asked bus'll corn escape good Jack
asleep burned cotton even grain Jane
at burnt . could evening grand John
aunt bushes cousin catpert grandfathsc Joint
aifak© but covers grass
awaken buy cra^^l faced gray keep
&\-my by cruiser x’actory great kept
B^d cut fair' greon Iclck
back cuts fall ground kind
bag cake far groi'f kinds
ball called dance father guest laiowledg©
balloons came dandelion feathers gully
bank can dark feed lack
bare candy days feeds haired ladder
bark deep feel happy lake
barns derrick fenialo hard large
baskets describes few has lasted
bo desire find have leader
bears did fli'iish ho leather
beautiful different first heat leave
besauae dish fish held left
be3*ong distances fishermen har length
bolow diver flailing hero lift
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American School Achievement Primary II-C
like obey quality shoes take village
likes observe quick shore task visit
little obtain aliort tells visits
live October rail side than
U.veti of railroad sighed tliat wa^n
look old rainfhll silence th© walked
looked on record silk their walking
long once red aiijee them want
lose one regions elcate then warm
low only relief skates there \ma
open remain eky these watch
machine opened reciember sleep thoy watched
machinery- opposite rented slices thickness way
made or result slow this wo
malcing other Richard slowly those wear
male others rid© small ttiought weeding
many' our riding snow thread weeds
match out rim so three wook
matches over river soil through weeks
means overhead road sold throw well
measiir® own roared some time went .
men Robert something tired were
merely pale robins sometimes to west
minute party rock soon today wet
mile peaches i*oots sorry took what
miles peanuts row south top vrfieat
roisty penny spaed toy idieels
Monday people sad split travel vrfien
money perhaps said spoil trae where
raonlccys pet safe spring trees which
month picture same start tribe #iile
more piece sand stay tricks
morning pieces saw steel trip wide
most pine scare stem two r^ld
mom»tain place sdiool stick will
mountains plank second etopped uncle ^nd
planks see strange under • window
narrow planted seeds street until ;^dndc3ws
native planting seemed string unu3ua;|''' ifdnge
near plants seizo stripped up winter
nearly play sell strong upon wisdom
nice pleasant selling sudden us with
ni^t poor set .suddenly used •mmn
no poorly settle sugar usually wood
north poppy settled summer woods
not possess seven sunny varieties wool
notice praise shape suppliss vegetables word
nothisig pulling shapes swift vegetation ' i?ould
number put ^e swiftly very

























































































































































Unit Saai^i o-f Atiai htvi<.n ^
Q?ad0 I (First Half) Form A
all clock get res save upon
am coal girl men saw us
an coat give milk say
and cock glad mine see wagon
a 2*3 cold go more send walk
around cook gold mother sheep want
at cool move shine v^arm
corn had miich ship was
baby could hand ^op wash
bad count hard neck show watch
bag
,
cross have new six viater
balloon cup he no snile wav®
banana cut head not smoke we
band cute hear now smooth week
be heel snow well
bed dami here of some went
been day hide old soon what
before did him on south wheat
behind dish his once spoon wheel
better do hold one stamp when
between dog hols our stand vrfiere
big hama out stop which
bird each house over store white
box ear hurt oval stump who
boy- cat sun will
bread eleven iron pack ' vdng
brick end pail table vdth
bring engine keep peel team work
broke enough key plant tear would
brother evening Idng play ten
brougiit knee pocket tent yos
broMi face knew point that you
brush father knock pole thcaa your
build feel kno-w polite then
but fell pull th^
by fence lamb tills
find lamp rabbit ticket
call fina land rain time
can firs lark ran to
cap fish leaf read took
cari-y five left rod top
cat flag let ring train
change floor like rock tramp
chap flower lock room trouble
chase fly look round turkey
cheese food love run turn
chimney four turtle
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Grad© I (First Half) Pom B
about chair got moon sheep U3
all clean green more show
aliiayo climb ground mother side walk
am clock my six iriarsa
an close had sleep was
are cluck have name slide Tiiash
around coat head near soon watch
as color here nest spin water
ask comb hide never spoon VTQ
at come home now spot went
ate cried hood ni^t spring what
cries hop noon stays wheat
baby horn not stood wheel
back day hot stool udien
bank did house of stop where
bark dog how on sun ?diich
bam duck once white
bed ice one tack who
been each open take wigwam
bell eagle keep over teach vdll
best ear kick out team wind
better earth kill tear window
big easy kind park ten wiilg
bill eat kies part tent winter
bird eye kite pock that work
bite Idtten play them wiit©
black face knock then
blew father know rain there
blocci feet rake they
book fire lake reaeli tills
box first lamb read tick
boy fish letter red tie
bread flew lie rest to
brick filea light ribbon too
bridge found like right top
bright free listen rock track
bring friend little roof ti*aln
brook fri^tsn look room tree
broom frog low roost troes
brother from luncJi root trill
bx'ush fruit rubber truck




T get raark pay’' tvdna
gix*l market fiCiidbl two
vap give may bee
u-?,rry glad me sssd under
cat goat men shall up
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Unit Scales Qf ir to inntefst
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Unit Scales of Attaimient
Grade IX (First Half) Form A
a calf earth goat learn of
.
about came earthern gray leaves old
afraid can easier green left on
after cannot easily ' gro?/ letter once
afternoon cat easy light one
air certain east had lights only
all chased eastern has liked or
along chasing eat he likes out
am check eating hears listening outside
among cheese eleven Helen little over
an chicken emperor help lived
and child empire her lives parade
animal Christmas OTiploy his low park
apple church empty hole paw
are clijcib enemy home make pear
as clouds evening horse man Peter
at
.
cocoon everybody hour Mary piece
ate cold house massacre pig
away colors fall hungry me pink
come farm hunting meagre place
black common fast hurry meander plant
blosscuas could father measles play
boat coupon fed implore measure playing
body co\irse fell in meat pleasure
bought cousin fellow inch mice plum
bowl cow few ink milk police
box creeps field inside minute pony




crying finger invite month puppy
flr^- is moon
bridge danger first it morning rabbit
bright dark fish mostly rabbits
bring day fleecy Jack mother race
brother deep floor Jans motion rains
brothers did flow John mouse ran
brought dig flowers John®
3
mountain ready
brovfn dirty - fly just much red
buds divide fold must regardless
bug do follow kind register
bugs dog for kit® neat regret
build doll forenoon kitten new regulate
burn donkey found knock night regular
bush door fox knoYf no reindeer
busy down frog noise road
butter drive from lady noon rock
but dug fun lamb not roof
buy dwarf land nothing rose
buss garden large nut roses
by eagle girl laugli ran
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Unit $caUs of /A t
Grada II (First Half) Form B
a bold courtesy fish house master
about book courtiar flew how me
across boots cousin flow huddle mice
afraid bought cow flowers hundred mile
after boy credulous flying hungry mill
afternoon brother cross follow hunting minute
against brcmn crow for moment
all bugs crusade forenoon in month
almost bundle forest inn morning
alone but dark fox instead mostly
am buttercup daughter friend into mother
an by deer frighten is mother's
and did frog it motion
animal cabbages different from its mountain
another cake dioh fun much
anybody calf divide funny Jane
anything called do Jane *3 name
apple calls dog garden Jay Ned
are came donkey geese John Ned's
around can dress get John* s new
asleep candle drum gets night
at car dry . girls keep noise
away carrots duttic go keeps noon
cat grandfather kind hot
baby- cave each grandfather*'s king nothing
ball chased eagle gray kitten
barn cheese ear green kittens oak
bassal cherries early grovTs knlf® of
b© cherry earthern gruff old
bear chicken eastern lake on
became children easily had land once
because cliickens eat hamner large one
become chipmunks eating handle learned orange
bed choice eats happy leaves over
bees choose eight has left out
bests chosen elephant hat legs owl
before chorus end he
.
like
began chui'ch enough heard likes park
behind circus everything Helen listening particle
big class hen little peach
bigger clay face .her live pear
Billy coat fall higher lives pen
birds cocoon far Mghast lonely pets
birthday colors farthest hills longest picture
black come father his looks piece
blackbird conmion father* 3 hole lunch pig
blanket corn fellow ' home march pirat®
ble^? coupon felt honey marched pitcher
blossoms courage fields hops marching place
blue course horse plants

61
of" i t a / « Aja-t
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Grade II (First Half) Form B
play see tame Y/ent
playing seen that v/er©
pleasure several , the wet
plovr shake their what
plum shall them when
pony sheep then where
potatoes ship there which
presence shoes these while
present sick they white
priceless since think who
princess sister this ivhole
process six those whose
promise skate thought vdn
pumpidns skip thousand vjind
puncture slow tiny vdsh
puppies small tired vfith
puppy smell to won
smile toy vronder
quickest smith traveler woods
smock traverse word
rabbit smoke treacherous world
rabbits smooth treasure worms
race so tree would
radishes soma tricks wren
rain sound trip wrote
raises speak tulips
raisin spill turkey ‘y«llow
rake spot turn you
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Grade II (Last Half) Form A
a bro’/m display funny kind odor
about buda disturb kitten of
above bug do ' garden know often
abiindanoe bunch dog got old
adventure bush doll girl lady on
afraid but donkey go large once
after by door goat loaves one
afternoon do'«n grab lift or
air claf d\ig grateful light out
alarm calm dull gray limits over
all came dwarf green likes
almost can gx'ove listening pair
alone cannot earth grow little parcel
along cat eat lived part
an cattlo eating had lives Peter
and chase eneruy halt locate pig
animal chased enough harsh lofty pile
apart chasing escape has look pink /
apple cheese every he luck place
are chirp e;}qpect hears plant
around Chriatmas expensive Helen made play
as church extend help make playing
at clever her man plenty




away color far hole mention profit
colors fast home mew prove
baby come father hope mild provoke
balance comic favorite horse milk pull
bark conquer field horses moon punish
bed cow find house more puppy
been crash fir humble morning push
before creeps fire hungry most
behold crooked fish hunting Diostly quantity
big cross flame mother quiet
bird crying flavor in mouse
birds dure fleecy include rabbit
black curious fleet Inside narrow rabbits
blase cut float instead nsat rains
blossom flock into neyf ran
boat dark floor invent night rash
borrow day flower is no ready
box defeat flov/ers it noise red
boy delight for none reform
boys deliver forenoon Jack not regain
brees® deny forsake Jane nothing repair
bri.dge depart fox John nut restore
brother did frog John's result
brothers dig froa joke oak reward
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Unit Scales ot AitaJ





























































Grade II (Last Half) Form B
& blossoms cross faithful having lake
ablo blue crow fall he land
about bold cry faridliar heard large
absent book cure farthest Helen .lau^i
across boots father helpless learned
afraid bought dark father*
s
hen leaves
after boy deceive feeble her left
afternoon
‘
brother decrease feel hide legs
all bi'own deer feels higher let
allow bugs defend felt highest lift
an bundle dense fields hills light
and busy describe fish his like
angry but did flatter hols likes
amdoua by difficult fleet hollow listening
apple disappear fletr horn© little
appoint cabbages discourage flowers honey live
are coke display flying hops lives
around calf disraies for horse lofty
arrive called discuss forenoon house lonely
ask calls do forost how longest
at came dog forget humble looks
attempt capture doing fortunate hungry luck
away careless done fright hunting
carrots donkey frog hurt made
baby cat doubtful from make
bad cattle drop funny ideal
.
manage
balance cease drum furnish imitate march
ball center dry improve marched
bark change duck garden in marching
barn chased duty • get injure master
be cherries gets inn mow
bear cherry eagle girls into middle
became chicken early gloom invent mistake
becsuse chickens easily go invite morning
bees children easy graceful is most
beets chipnrunka eat grandfather it mostly
beggard chirp eating grandfather's its mother
began church eats gray mother® 3
better circle edge green (Jane
big circular elephant grows Jane's near
bigger circus else guard joy Ned
Billy clasp enclose jealous Ned's
bird coat endloss nad John new
birds cclors enemy happening John is nd.ght
birthday come enlarge happy no
black contain enough hardy keeps noblG
blackbird CO¥f escape hae kind noise
blanket COWS every hasten king non©
blew crave examine hat kittsn noon
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Gi*adc II (Last Half) Form B
-.2»
oak ran sufficient vanish
of rare sugar very
often red summer
old reasonable sunshine wait
on resemble supper wander
once ring surface want
one risk siirprise wanted
orange road suri’endar warrior
out robin sirsay was
over room watch
overcome rough tailor watchful
overtake round tame water
owl ruin team weak
run tell wear
package rushed thanlcful weary
pair that v/ont
peach sad the were
pear saw their wet
penult say them what
pats scared then whan
pig school these whore
pity see they Tdiich
plants send think v^lle
play shift this whistle
playing shoes thought white
pledge shove tiny whose
plum silence tired vdn
pony simple to »dnd
potatoes sing toy wise
praise sister tramp with
present small tramps won
prevent smaller tree woods
prompt snatch trees worms
proof so tricks worse
provoke soldier trip would
pull solid truo wren
pumpkins some tulips wrongly
punish something tumble
puppies sorry turkey yellow
puppy spend turn you






































































iVpz’d Recognition ?eab Forih A Detroit ’ford Ftcoogidtioa
1
Tost Foi
a raaliliig a little'
and laan an











bed ones bear of
bl£ over bed on
bird big one
.bir-d* 3 rjleyi.ng bird -over
black ^ black




can sleeping • singihg






door the ccEia tallisig









fljring Up father i^s'ider
for fire up
walk flying
^girl- water for walking
.
givirig vdiits. water



























































































































































































































all cold has one
. always color have our
an colors he out
and comes helped
any corn hen pictures
anyone corner her play
apple country him played
around hie playing
aeleep day home pretty




baby dovm ' in rabbit
baby* s into rabbit *s
bad eat is ran
bag eating it ready
baU enough its red
balls every rid©
bank eyes Jack rides
bam jumped road
basket farm rolled
back fast kind run
be father king
bed field kitten saves
beds fira saw
big flag Like school
Billy flower little see
black flowers live set
blovdng for lived she
blue four long shiiiing
books fo3: sick
boys made sister
bo.v garden making sitting
bread gave man ' slowly
brother get ISary snow
brom girls tory's so
buy glad mine soldier
by money some
gold Mother ^pot
call grass mouth spring
came gray stays
can green name store
candy growing near story
carrying Gruff new strong
cont nice summer
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Detroit Reading Teat Form B
a dark herself old
.
ten
all day him on that
an dinner his one the
and dog home open their
any down horse other them
are hot our there
around each house out they
asked eggs hurt this
at every paper tin
ate eyes in papers to
avjay into part told
fast is pen together
baby fat piece too
bad father Jack pig took
ball. fell Jack’s pigs toys
balls field John • place trees
bank firaiian just play
^ basket firemen playing up
bat five keys plays ,,
bed flag kind poor very
big ' glowers kitten pretty
birds food put wagon
black for laughed wait
blue from learning ran vralk
boat funny like red was
book lilies ride watch
boy game little riding water
boys garden lived runnj.ng way
box gave lives VfO
boxes get long said went
hroym gets love saw wore
by go school <when
going made see whita
cake gold man sells will
came good Mary she win
care grass Mary* s sick vdLiidows
cents gray men sled vdnter-
chickens grew might sleeps with
children grow minded snow vdth’Out
clean morning snowing workjjig
coat had money some
cold hand Mother store yard
coming happy must street you
coiild hard strong
coiuitry have nice sweet
covered has no
cross he not take
crjdng head takes
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Lee-rGlark Reading Test First Reader Form A
a dream Jack playground threw
about duck .jump please tired
afraid jungle postmaster to
again ears post office toy
an eat kitty put toys
and knew traps
Qiiimals Qggs rat tree
another elephant last rod trunk
anything elephants lot robin try
at letter roll turned
ate farrcar liked rolled twelve
automobiles feathers likes two
feet lino said
baby fi^t listened sat under
banana first litUo seed
barked flew live seeds warm
bath floor shelf ms
big flower made shoes washed
bird for mall showed water
birds found make sick we ales
black from man slid went
block many slide were
blow girl mice snow when
blo?T3 grass milk soldiers vdiila
b0W“190W great mother something white
boy green much soraetimes will
breakfast grew mud song vfindoYT
brook grow sorted Ydso
brov/nios near squealed CTorins
had. need squirrel® e
calves hand nest stamp yellow
came happy never stamped
cap has nose steps
carried hay not sticks
cat he store
cents hen of strong
chickens here off • Sue
choo«choo hid old supper
churn hiide on swim
cljjabed hill once
cloth hia open takes
coat hold other taste
cotton how out teeter
curly hungry over ten
hurry that
’ dead hurt package the
dog party their
do3Jj5 in pigs them
Ronald is pink there
dras? it planted three








































































































Le«-Clark Raading Teat First Reader Fom B
a dolls hungry pigs their
about Donald hurry pink they
afraid di'ank hurt playgrotmd tiling
again draw pleaso thread




and is post office to
anLnals ears it put toy
another eat toys
anything egg Jack ran train
at eggs Jane rat trunk
ate elephant jumps red try
eyes river turned
ball kick robin two
banana farm kitty roll twelve
bank faster running
barked fed let under
began feed letter said
big flew letters Santa visit
bill flower liked sang '
bird frightened line sat wallcod





block girl made shelf washed
blow grass make showed water
blows great man sick -weeks
bovf-ww green inany sleep •weighed
boy grew mice slide wont
bread grow Mlk snake were
bright mill snow ?/hen
butter had mother some viiil®
hand mouth soiasthing T/ise
calls- has much sometimes with
came hatch sorted
carried he nest spoon
cat hen night squirrel’s
cents her stamp
chickens hero of stayed
choo-choo hi'd off steps
churn hide on store
clock hill open supper
cloth him opened SYdm
coat his other
comes hold out takes
cotton holes talk
cows horn package tester
cream horses paper ten
how party that
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Metropolitan Achievement Test (Reading 1
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Metropolitan Achlevanient Teat (Reading). Priiiiary II Battery* Fora R
& blow chair dafend found hottest
about blue chalk dirt fountain hotind
accident boat chase doctor from house
afloat book cheaper does fruit houses
after boot cherries doesn’t houseboats
afternoon bottle cliicken dog garden ho-wl
afraid bottom chief doll generous huts
ago box chiefly dol3^r George
air boy child door get I
Alice boys children Dot giants ice
am boy’s chimney drives girl if
and bow China dry glad igloos
anlpals bow-T'jow Chinese drying gloves in
another bread Christmas ep infant
apple breakfast circus eats gone into
apples bring city early good is
are brook clean Easter got it
arm brooks climbed eggs grain
as brother clock enables Grace Jack
asleep brought cloth enemies •rgrapea Jana
at brovai coal envelope gray Janie
avoided brush coasted even green Jill
array build coasting evening growth John
bunny cocoa every jumped-/
back burned collect had June
^ke burning collie fall handle
^ked but ceme falls hands keep
ball butcher cooked false has kept
balloon butterfly- cool families hat Idllod
banana buy corn farm have King
bark buys cotton farmer hay kite
bam by COTLld farms hayfleld kitten
barrel country fast he knew
bead cage courteous Father head known
bears cake cousin fell healthier
beasts called covered felt heated Laddie
beautiful can curtain fields Helen lamb
because candle cut find helped lamp
bee cap fire Henry land
before car damp fires her landlord
bell careful danger first here lantern
Ben carpet dangerous fish hid lata
bench carried dark fishing hide layer
big carries dash five hiding lemonade
bird carves day floor high letters
birds cat days flowers him lettuce
bitter caught death his life
black cave decided foam hog lighted
blindness caves decks food home lion




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Metropolitan Aohievecient Test (Reading) Primary II Battery: Form S
a Bill chef ear gate hound
about Billy cheerful ears general hours
according bird Chicago eastern generally house
ago birds child eat girl ' houses
air bites children eats ^irl*s how
airplane blue chimney eggs give
airplane sO^ boards China enjoy gives I
alert boat Chinese escaped glad if
Alice Bob Christmas every glider I«ll
all books city expense gliders in
almost bought club eye gliding Indians
alone bow • clubs eyes glue industry
always boy coat go insects
am branch color failure goat into
America bread come Father good is
an break considerable far got It
and broTjn corn farm grass
Anne bubble cost farmer green Jack
apple bucket country farms ground Jacket
apples building cow feather group Jane
apron built coward feathered grove Jelly
are business3 currents feathers grovdng John
around but cupboard February guided Just
at butcher cut feed Gypsies
ate butler • feeds keep
attract buy daisy fine half keeping
aunt by Dan finger* handle kept
automobile dance fire happiness key
away cable dangerous first happy knee
cables days five has knife
baby cake December flag hat
baker called deck fly have lamp
ball can deer flying having large
band cane desk following hay late
bark canvas Dick food ho launched
barrel captain dig fool health lays
be car disease for hear leaf
beans Carl dishes fork hears loft
bear carpenter doesn® t form hearth legs
because carrots dog fort hen lemons
becoming carry dogs four Konry less
bed cart doll fox her life
before cat dollars France here light
being catch door friends his lighted
bell caught do25©n from hoe llko
best cellar dress front hole likes
Betty chain drive fndt home lily
beyond cliair didves homes listen
bicycle check drum gains . horse listening
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Hetropolitan AcMevement Test (fteading) Primary II
logs orchards round speed
long other runs sport
longest others sports
lov/er our sad steer
lying out said steered
over same stick
made owns sap stones
make school store
man pansy scooter story
many paper seam success
Martin paragraph seams summer
Mary pasture seat Susie
mat pattern seeds
May Paul seeing table
me people seem tag
means persons seems Ted
meat piece sees tella
men plane several tents
milk plate sew term
misery plays sewed than
mittens plow sharp that
more policeman she the
mother pool sheep theater
motor poor shelves their
mouse popular shoes them
move potatoes short then
mush poverty should there
ray president side these
pretty sides they
name provide singing thief
neck pulled sister thin
Ned pumpkins sijc this
needs puppy skat© thought
Nellie Puritans skLji three
new sled Thursday
night radishes slightest time
nine rain small to
no rains snK>ke toe
nos© rapidly soap • together
noses ready some Tom
nuts really somotimos took
red songs top
oak rdbbon soon toy
October rid© sorrow trail
of rides sorry tree
often ri.ght sound trick
on rising soup trip
on© roller spade truck
onions roof spaniels try
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Gates Primary Reading Test Form II
a camp eating hiding lives part
again can* t eats high look passed
all care • «gg hill looking ! pens
always card egga him lost picture
an cart elephant his lunch piece
and cat every hit pig
are cent eyes hits made place
asked change hold mail plain
autotobile cheese fair horn make play
away cherry fairy horse man playing
child family hot many policeman
baby children fanning hour march porch
badk church fans house mark pot
bag clang farmer houses marks prince -
ball’ clock faster how matches pull
bal3.oon comb fastest hungry me pulls
band come father. liurt met pumping
bani: cook feathers milk pumpkin
bark cool feed I milking punches
barn corn feel if miss puppy
b© cotton few in money put
bear country field into monkey
been . cover fields is month rabbit
before cow find it morning raining
bell .cows fire its mother rat
between crayon first .. mouth rather
big crying fish kind ray read
bird cup five king reading
bite flag kitchen nails real
black dance Hour kite napkin rides
bloom dark flowers kitten near riding
boat desk fold know - neck ri^t
book did for need ring
box digs four lake nice rings
boy dish frog lamb not river
brave do from land road
bring doing large of robin
brown dog had last old roll
build doll hammer lay on roof
bump dolls hand lays one rooster
bujnps down hands leave orange rope
bunch draw handkerchief left out run
burn dross hard leg own running
buy drink has let
by drinldng he lights page said
drum head like pail sand
cage duck help likes pair saw
cake ducks hen lino pairs school
call her Uttle pan sea
cams eat here live paper sew
I
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Gatea I^rimary Reading Test Form III
a by does funny- IdLte of
airplane dogs kitten office
all cabbage doll garden knew old
almost cage dollar gate on
alone cake dolly- gave lamp once
an calf donkey geese late one
and call door girl laugh only
animal came dovm give leaves orange
apples captain draw go latter oranges
are carrots dress goat lettuce out
ana cat drink going like oven
arms caterpillar drinking grass likes over
asleep cart drum grapes line oxen
at cent duck green lion
ate change grow lip page
cheese each guess Little paint
baby chick eagle live pair
back chicks ears had lives pan
ball chicken eat hall log papa
band children eats hand look paper
bank chimney eggs has looking park
bark Christmas elephant hat loss peanut
barn circus end have peanuts
barns city engine hay made pears
basket cleaning eye he mail pen
bat climb hen maka pencil
beautiful climbing face her makes penny
bed climb0 ^ factory here making person
before coat fairy hiding man picture
bell clock family him meadows pie
best close father his - irdlk piece
big cloth feet holding money pig
biggest come fill home monkey pigeon
bird corn find honey moon pin
black corner fine hop more plant
boat COVf fire' horse mother plums
book cradle fish horses ^ mouse policeman
bookkeeper cried five house must pony
bottle cross flag hungry • potatoes
bows crow flies nail pretty-
box cup flower I name prince
boy cut flowers in neat pumpkins
brave fly into nest pupil
bread daisy food is nice puppy
bringing dancs for it nickel put
broken don fork ni^t
broom dig four jar nine queen
bunch dirty fox just nose
butter do from not rabbit
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